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If you’re on the fence about whether or not you need to take backups, then there are a few

reasons why it’s almost always a good idea to begin taking data protection more seriously.

Some of these may be well-known to you – you might have even had them on your

technical to-do list for quite some time, perhaps waiting for some rainy day when cloning

hard drives sounds like as entertaining an activity as you’re likely to encounter. A few may

be things that you may not have thought of — at least yet.  But all of them are valid reasons

why it’s better to have a good backup plan in place before you need it.

So — whether you’re a professional YouTube content creator, a small business owner, or

you just want to make sure that your data stays secure no matter where it lives — here are

three reasons why staying backed up is a smarter move than staying wide open.

1. Move Forward Linearly

If you’ve ever used Linux, then there’s a good chance that you once poured dozens of hours

into fine-tweaking your operating system only to one day see your precious file changes

vanish into fresh air after the filesystem crashes during an upgrade process or after the

addition of a new piece of hardware that triggered the installation of new drivers. If you’ve

been using it for ten years or more, then I reckon the chances you have suffered this

common fate are very high indeed. But even if you’re a Windows or MacOS user, I think

there’s a good chance that you’ve suffered the misfortune of watching your computer turn

into an expensive door-stopper. Perhaps your hard drive or SSD suddenly failed. Or maybe

your operating system was damaged beyond repair. Either way — it happens and the

reasons why are a lot more plentiful than you might think.
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When people think about “data loss” caused by things like hardware failure, they most

typically think about lost files stored locally on the machine — photos, documents, and

perhaps movies downloaded from the internet. However, if, like many, you do most of your

computing on the cloud (using services like Google Docs to edit documents, for instance),

then losing your system files and programs may actually be a greater inconvenience than

losing any locally stored user files. This is particularly true if you’re a power user fond of

customizing the computer by editing configuration files (Linux) or changing keys in the

Windows Registry (Windows OS). Lose your computer, without any backup, and you’ll lose

all your system tweaks and changes.

A rigorous backup plan that protects all the changes you have made to the computer can

prevent you from having to repeatedly reinstall the operating system from fresh and

reinstall your programs and edits. Yes, it’s possible to script the reinstallation process. But I

think that this is one case in which prevention makes more sense than cure. I call this

advantage moving forward linearly: you can keep adding things to your system and make it

progressively better and more customized. There’s no need to keep taking four steps

forward and two steps back whenever the system fails.

2. Derisk The Cloud

Personally, I think it’s crazy for users not to back up data that they store on Software as a

Software (SaaS) applications. Think CRMs such as Salesforce and Pipedrive or cloud

productivity suites such as G Suite or Office 365.

A prevalent myth is that all data in the cloud is automatically safe. “The vendor is taking

care of all the backups I could ever need,” is a prevalent line of thinking among those that

have never lost cloud data. Sadly, this is often simply not true. Don’t get me wrong, your

average cloud vendor is probably taking a backup of the customer data it stores, but this is

no guarantee that you will have access to it in the event that you need to initiate a

restore/recovery process.

A careful scrutinization of the terms of service (TOS) agreement which many users scroll

through while signing up for a cloud service without actually reading, will often show that

users, rather than vendors, are responsible for backing up their own data.Not only that, but

in many cases vendors are careful to abrogate themselves of any legal responsibility

incurred by the accidental loss of user data.

There are many other reasons why data “on the cloud” doesn’t mean data that is

indestructible.
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For one, if a vendor provides a recovery functionality at all (and remember this, and not

backups, are what will be needed should things go pear-shaped) it may not be sufficient

backup protection. Ideally, users should hold 3-2-1 compliant backups of all their important

data (2 backup copies plus the source on two different storage media with one stored

offsite).  Many vendor-provided backup approaches do not meet this standard.

Finally, native tools, where they exist, are often not sufficient to protect against the

accidental deletion of user data. This can happen both through human error and through

programmatic deletion due to destruction of data caused by API-integrated third-party

services with read/write access. The latter is a growing threat. Did I mention ransomware?

Suffice to say there are many reasons why enterprises back up their cloud-hosted data. You

should too.

3. Get Better At Archiving

Instituting a regular backup routine subtly encourages users to get better at aggregating

their important data — which in turn makes it easier to spot which files could be put off to

archive.

Let’s say that you take manual SaaS backups, and a backup of your hosting, and mirror it all

up to object storage in the cloud. You will likely find that doing this actually makes it easier

to identify sets of files that are suitable for archiving. Think files you don’t need to access

regularly — such as your wedding photos — but which you definitely need to keep a copy of.

Storage is relatively cheap and getting cheaper — both hardware storage options (including

LTO tape, which is seldom used outside of the enterprise) and storage in the cloud. For the

latter, object storage options such as Backblaze B2 and AWS S3 Glacier have dramatically

cut down the cost of storing archive data offiste. While absolute storage certainly tends to

get cheaper over time, the average size of data created tends to rise over time too. Just

think how quickly our primary day-to-day storage interface went from a floppy disk holding

1.44MB to the ultra-fast NVMe SSDs of today, for instance. And as the average file size of

the data we interface with tends to get larger it tends to get conveyed from server to client

by better and faster internet infrastructure. All this means that while storing the latest and

greatest movies/files of the day mightn’t necessarily get substantially easier archiving does

tend to.

Other good news: a good backup routine will make it easier to spot data — like those

wedding photos — that probably doesn’t need to be taking up space on your Google Drive

or Dropbox. Moving rarely-accessed but necessary material such as this to an archive

storage location, while still taking care to ensure that it is properly backed up (in this case,
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mirroring onsite and to another cloud if necessary) is a great way to keep your primary

cloud data sources running lean and efficiently.

Start Backing Up Today

Humans are estimated to generate in the region of 2.5 quintillion bytes of data every day.

And when data scientists ran their computations a few years ago, 90% of the world’s data

had been generated just in the last two years. The result of this explosion of data means

that demands for effective backup and archive solutions are likely to continue to rise in

coming years.

Backups are as much a philosophy as they are a set of data protection protection

practices. The only data you don’t need to back up is that which you would be fine with

losing. Protect every piece of critical data you own by copying it twice on different storage

media and keeping one of those offsite. By doing so, you will be doing your bit to get ahead

of the curve. Institute a great backup and disaster recovery strategy today.

Witten by Daniel Rosehill, an independent writer specialising in backup and disaster recovery,

open source and Linux, and cloud computing.
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